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1. Introduction

The maw aim of this paper is to provide argument* for the existence and usefulness of the
linking thread in form of a sytapbctk gauge transformation connecting variou» integrable
systems. R seems to be quite ralwaat to introduce such an cquivafenci; principle in view
of the growing number of iategrable modeb which recently entered high energy physics
(eg. matrix models). The liakage is discussed here ia a simple context of two-boson KP
bieraichiea. One of advantages of uaug two-boson systems is that the gauge map connecting
then reduces m the spatial bmit to the well-known tlmra transformation; another is that
their provide a rommon origin far «arioas KdV type of hierarchies.

We argue that the right settiag to study gauge equivalence between integrable systems u
provided by Adkr-Kostaat-Symes (AKS) (1) theory with a Poisson bracket structure defined
in terms of the R-matrix Ue-Poitaoa (LP) bracket. There a n several reasons behind this
statement The theory of dtariral R-matrices provides a unified approach to dealing with
moat, if not all, existing iategrabfe systems. One practical advantage of using the classical R-
matrix theory augmented by the AKS scheme is that it provides a simple method to construct
commuting integrals for a wide class of iategrable modeb. In the recent paper |2| classical
R-matrix theory based on AKS approach was applied to the algebras of pseudo-dilhreniial
symbols. This paper bat utilized another feature of AKS approach, namely the possibility
of establishing symplectic gauge invariance between various related iuti-grabkr systems (see
ah» [3] for similar approach). Especially, three integrable model* |4, 5, 2|, called in (2) as
KP/ with / taking values 0,1 and 2 were shown to be connected by Hie sympleclic gauge
transformation, acting on Lax operators parametrizing the cuadjoiul orbit». Symplcctic
character of the gauge mapping ensured that the R-malrix LP bracket was preserved. Note,
that for Í s= 0 the AKS system KP» is nothing but a standard KP hierarchy.

In Section 2 we briefly recapitulate the AKS method as applied to the algebras of pseudo-
differential symbols and state the results of [2) concerning the gauge equivalence of rele-
vant integrable modeb. In Section 3 we explain the status of the two-boson KP hierarchy,
which appears in this setting as an invariant subspace of the coadjuiiii orbit within the
KP/.i hierarchy. We will work with two main cases of two-boMui Kl' hierarchies, one de-
fined within KP/ . , hierarchy will be called Faá di Bruno KP hierarchy, while the second
defined within KP hierarchy for a quadratic two-boson KP hierarchy. We will establish for
them the gauge invariance playing the role of generalized Miura transformation*. We em-
phasize the symplectic character of equivalence of KP( . | and KP and show how this feature
explains the 2-boson representation of Wi+«, and W « in terms of the Faá di Bruno polyno-
mials. We abo made a point that the gauge equivalence established for two-boson systems
is valid for an arbitrary n-th Poisson bracket structure and not only the first Powson bracket
structure. In Section 4 we apply Dirac reduction scheme to both two-boson KP hierarchies.
We obtain in the process of reduction the standard "one-boson* KdV and mKdV hieracbies.
On reduced manifold the gauge transformation connecting the two model» takes the form of
the Miura transformation. We abo present some comments on generalizing Schwarxian KdV
(SKdV) hierarchy to the two-boson system.

The generalized Miura maps appeared before in literature (see |5, (1,7]) without however
being studied in terms of the gang* transformations between Lax operators and connected



with COIIWIIIÍIMMII Miura maps via Dirac reduction.

2. AKS Construction of Generalised KP Hierarchies

Here we will apply the AKS construction (1) <M Lie ihjbr» Q of psmdo-diferaitial op-
erators on a circle. An element of G is an arbitrary psendo-diferential operator X =»
£à>-«. D* Xk(x). An mfinitesiniaJ version oTadjowl transformation • p m by *HY)X »
(1'T.V). In this setting, an identification of the dual space (f with Ç and of the coadjoint
•u-tion with the adjoint action is allowed by the Adkr trace; an invariant, non-degenerate
bilinear form given by (L\ X) s \tA [LX) = / R « i X

There exist ihn-r deeoniuoBitmis of Ç into a linear sum of two subalgebras |4,5,2] (i.e.
Ç - í?l «i»(?í, with index t taking values/ = 0,1,2):

f ; J { = £ ü-.V^x)) (I)

ilual spaces to subalgcbras Ç± are givtm by:

# * = {/.<_, = g u-.W*) ; 01" = {/•>-, = £ MiJD") (2)
!•-#

All Hire» il<Tom|>ogilioi!s give rise to iutegrabh; models via the AKS construction. Define
the It matrix (MI all the above «asm as Ht = /*{ - FÍ, when* l'± are urojrtlioi» on 0±. It
iolk>*s from tlie griH-r»! formalMm that |A, Y\H, s \HX, V | / 2 + [X, KV1/2 = |.V>,, V>r) -
| .¥< ( , V4f | ileKnes an aildiliimal (with respect to usual commutator) Lie structure on Ç (see
|2] ami references thctnii). This atklitmnal structure giva» ris*.* to tlie LI* W-bracket for
I-, ll€ C~( i ; ' ,K) :

|F, HMD = (t| | VF(L),V//(L)y (3)
wlurt- tlit- graditrtil V / ' : (7* -* (7 is defined by the standard formula given in | l , 2). The
AKS mliriiie drlin«t tin- liHiiiiltoiiian ti|ualioii» of motion to be UFfdt = [H,F)H for F €
t ' * (&", II). Tilt: basic result of AKS formalism states that tlie dif-invariaiit functions
(Crtsimirs) I'oissoii v.onmmU' ON (£* , { • , }« ) esUblisbing integrability of llu* system and
providing «luaiitilM-s in involution.

hrom the general relation for lhe /t-coadjoúit action of Q on its dual space we find that
I hir iiiliniiwiiiial shift along an 7?-coadjoint orbit O(Rt) has the form: 8R,L S ufTHl(X)L =
|-V>f,/.<..f)<..f - |.V<r, t>w|>-r.

We will now fonts on the Haiuillonian structure of the integrable systems given by de-
ri»ii|M>!MlÍ0Hs Inlwlleii I»y / = 0,1 (as in |2) we call them here as KP/lwr«rihk-s). For tlie
remaining ( -1 fnodrl we refer the reader to (2).

Kl \ llutnurhies. 'I lie Ki'/^u'iKxIel is delineei on the manifold being the /i-coailjoint orbit
of the iorm O{Ho) = [L = D + E £ , , uk[x)D-k}. The functions tf,+l = ^ / R e s i ' 4 1

are Casimir functions on Ç', wliicb in fl-matrix approach | l ] produce commuting integrals
of motion. IN fact we lind for this model

tn./ot, = 5«.r((v//r+,)+ - (V//r+,)_) L = |((//)+), L) (4)



Tbe mbKripl (+) IBMM taking the pwdy daWeatial put of Lr and I » {<r J m the
evoratk» parameters (ia&uftefy m a y time cooriiaatas). We racogaae » (4) lhe staadari
JCPaWeojuatioa. Taefowa (4) are bt-HaiwkoMaa (8|, U . them exist two Pomoa bracket
abvctwa { v h i , ««eh thai we CM «write (4) at a Leaard recursion relation HLfdtT m
(Ifr, I}» » {ifr*i, L)i far the hierarchy of Prim* bracket structure» with r « 1,2,.... The
f n t Haimltoaiaa •tractate is fcaad to he bduced by the LP structure:

E (' \ ' ) í S ^ f Í ' ) # (5)
This LP bradEet «hjehr» m iMmorphk to the ccntide» W U o s «Jgrbr. |IO) All th» jurt

K P M M the sUadud KP hiervchy.
We mam turn our attentk» to KP«.i hierarchy. Here tbe Lax operator takes the form

» D +1% + «i D"1 + £ g t et-jD"* • Auplkation of (3) gives a H«mltoni«i structure
that is a direct sum of the 2 x 2 matrix /*" with non-sero matrix rfcniraU P\? = p£* = D
associated with tbe modes {v»,»i) and tbe HamilUmian structure ft"1 iroiii (5) associated
with {Vi\i > 0} (5). Note that fV" corresponds to the centrekss W« ahjrbr».

"Gauge" Equivalence of KPf«t Hitmvhy to Ordinary KP. The fundamental result of (2)
the proof that all three hierarchies are "gauge" equivalent via generalised Miura transforma-
tions. Here we locus on the link between two KP« systems discussed abovr. Reference |2) pre-
sented a symplecüc (Hanújtonian) map between the orbiU such that 6': O[ H,) —. O(A«).
The term "symplectic" ("Harniltonian") means that under the map (i, the LI1 braiket struc-
ture on O(R,) is mapped into tbe LP bracket structure on O(liu).

* t (6)

where F\,% are arbitrary functions on O[liv) and t and G(L) denutt* cuunlinales on tbe
orbits 0(/?i) and O(RQ), respectively. As a consequence of (6), the inlinile itet uf involutive
integral of motion {//w|G(I)J} of the integrable system on O(RO) are transformed into
those of the integrable system on O{Rt): HN\l\ - UN\G[L)\ .

As shown in [2] the right choice of the map G:O{Rt) —• O( llu) it given by

D + £«*(*)!>-* - Ati^L^mD + ««(Í) + u,(x)/r' + £»».a(x)D-») (7)
kml M

where the group element g{L™) depends on i ( l ) in O(li, )CÇ'.
It is in the teiiie of eqs. (6) and (7) that the integrate »y»tenw on the wrl>iu 0{R)

for different 72-inatrices are called "gauge" equivalent. We will provide further arguuieiiU
in Section 4 for that the mapping of one 1'otMon bracket structure of an iulegrable model
into another one by the group coadjoint action (7) deserves a nanw of the gnurraliml Miura
transformation.

Due to tbe simple formula exp(4o(z))/>exp(-^(z)) = D - 0tM'), it »*•*«)' to see that
• "gauge" generator in (7) must be given by



Tin: |»HK4 lur gauge •i|iiivalMHe in |2| amounted to verifying (7) with (It). This established
the ""&**»#•* t-»|wivalentt of KPfJtl and KPby explicitly constructing the generalised Miura-
liU lran*f<Hin*iiou |TJ <«), which maps the Poisaon bracket structure of KPinto thai of
Kl'.^i and VKi- versa.

3. Maiu Two Two-Boson KP Systems

Fai *li iiruiio Hierarchy, lien; we git back to KPf_i and make the following crucial observa-
tion. iUHMdtx truncated elements of 01* of the type ij,1* * £ + « • + «i D~x * D-J+JD~l,
where we haw introduced two Dose currents (J, J) to create fit with notation used in [I I).
One easily verifies that under thecoadjoint action * * • # ' « « ^ ( X ) ^ 0 th« finite Lax oper-
ator maintains iu form, ie. the two-boson Lax operators span an /f|-orbit of finite functional
diiiKiwiwi 2. This «ibstTrvaiiutt, already present in (4) clarifies status of two-boson (J. J) sys-
tem a» M consistent n-sirkiiuii of the full KP<.| hierarchy understood as an orbit model.
NuU- tluil there are only two ponibihties for the invariant Ai-orbit; the two-boson system
MIKI ike full KIV-, !.jsl«'iii (in «Miasklassind limit situation is much richer). A calcuUlkm of
ll« Hoisso., br-ckrt according to (3): {(iljl\ X) , {LlJl\ Y))Ht = (i.y'1 (Y , ,'|Hl) yields tbe
liiitl l>r«<iet sinitliiti- >4 two-boson (J,J) system gimm «s LP ft-brackct: {J{JC), J(y)} =

ò'(s -if) kiid zero otherwise.
As we show now tin- two- \nnun KP hierarchy is associated with so called Faá di Uruuo poly-

Mud we will «.ill it therefore Faá di Bruno hierarchy. Consider namely the gauge
bi.iw(iii Kl'.̂ ., and KPtmU generated by • such that f s j ;

nmQ

wlterc /'„(./) - [D+Jy ) are Uie Fa» di Bruno polynomials. As a corollary of the sympketk
cliarai let r<f the "gaiiKe" traiisforuialioii used in (9), we conclude that «„ = (-l)*JPH(J)
üitibíy lh<! Puisson-biacket W1 + O e algebra described by the form ttw fiotn (5) [S, 11). It
is possible to intrinluiir a lit-formation parameter into the Faá di Bruno representation of
W , f . üfeebr» by I.-.I.1ÍI.I..R u,. to n.(A) = (-1 )»J(/iD + J)» • 1 [| 1 J. Now tbe semiclastkal
limit is simply obUiiHnl by taking A - » 0 in uH[k) and yields the generators of Wi+«, algebra.

Tin: higher l>radu-t strut-litres Iwve bee» investigated in [5, 11] and ike result can be
MinimalTZMI ••« follows. The three lowest Hamillonian functions are:

F»n tin' HIIHJI.II llaiiiilloiiian matrix slructiire H, we have

A ., (fiijrrt../òj

Antony the iinilli IlHiiiilloiiian structure» only l'jt and Pj% are iiiileprodenl. All other
iiialrue* Pj, , i = 3 , 4 , . . . are related to Pj% through Pjt » [PjtiPjt)"1)"1 Pji involving
the so-called rccuramc matrix Pjt(Pji)"% [6, 11). The explicit form of first and second



local lUmüloniMi structures kc

-D 0 ) ' Pj*-(-P + JD DJ + JD)

Taking r s 2 ia (11) we <

(13)

i a i à àdorwÈÚaa parameter, la lhe d'ttpersivdas Until ft -» 0

[12,51.

Quadratic TMW-BIWI» KP Hmnnày. Here we call quadratic two-bumm KP binrarcby Ibc

in the 2d Sí.(2,R)/í/(l) COKI model. Cuortraction is bawd on tbe pamdo-difereidial
operatur:

L, = D + nD-l-JYll (H)
Let ua ÜÚKUH the Hamiitooian atriictune first. Tbe three lowest Hainilumiau funtliuiis are:

Among the Hamiltoaian •tructura only aecond and third are local and arc givni by

DJ+JD -D* + D

Proposition. The Hamiltonian ttmctnre correaponding to tbe Lax operator L, in (14) is

3 -» j - - and j-»j (17)

J -* J + 4 - and í - . ; (lâ)

Proof. One verifies relatively easily that the bracket structure» induced by both Pl% and
P, 3 are invariant under the transformation» (17) and (18). Since/7, « / W ' P i , a recurrence
matrix /^(fj)"1 and all remaining higher bamihonian structura must therefore remain
invariant under (17) and (18). This completes the proof. One can also directly verify that
all three rlamiltonian» (15) are invariant under (17) and (18). Henar we ronrimlc that the
Lax operator» given by

-J-i-y) 'j (20)



lead to the same Hamiltonian functions as (14).

Gauge Eqmnkma between A á di B r a » and Q—dratk Two-Boson HitrardÜB. Cen-
erafeni Mm» Map. We apply on L, bans (14) the gaafe tnMfarawttM generated by

^ h i ) with remit:

where we have introduced

OIN- tan now verify t:x|tl'citly that with the bracket structure given by Ht2 in (IV) variables
«kHinrd in (22) satisfy the second bracket structure PJ7 (12) of Faâ di Bruno hierarchy. As a
corollary we obtained therefore a short proof lor the quadratic two-boson KP hk-tarchy (13)
system realizing lfr x . We aho obtained a Miura transform for two-Bose hierarchies in form
of (22) whirli generalizes the usual Miura transformation between one-bose KdV and uiKdV
structures (as given Itdow).

It is intriguing that the higher haniiltonian structure! of quadratic two-boson hierarchy
arc being mapped by (22) to their counterparts in Faá di Hruno hierarchy while tbr gauge
tniuivab-nce cstablMlml in Section I b limited to the first bracket structure. Explanation
fi* tin? equivalence of higher structures follows however easily from two additional features.
First, il is true that lhe Haurillonian functions are invariant under the gauge ei|iiivakitce.
Si-toiiil, we iHitv that the Lruard recursion relations extend to two-boson system in KPf.i as
i>bs«i\(rtl in |2|. One can now use the above two facts to extend tlie gauge equivalence (in
lhe synipleclic sense) to tin- arbitrary order of bracket structure for the two-boson systems.

L t us go back to the alternative expression (19) for the quadratic two-boson hierarchy.
It can IK* rewritten under multiplication by 1 = JJ'% from the right and left as Lt » 1 Lt 1 »
U~l l,)l~l = U + [D-j -j)~%Oj-j')- Next step is to gauge transform I, hjtn KP
to Kl'i hierarchy l>y acting with gauge transformation generated by exp(^ + ^) obtaining

,je*\>(t+4>) = D + j + j + t)-l{)j -j') (23)

which is of the form of lhe Faá di Bruno hierarchy (up to conjugation) with J — -j —) and
J' = il - j ' • "•'•* reproduce» construction given in (II) to get the second bracket structure
from the lirst. Note that under (18) this is transformed into J m -j - j - ^ and -I - jj
dilferiug from (22) by a conjugation }*-*}•

Similarly for (20) we find I, = ~]~%)Lj~lj = D + ( j ; + j'){D -j -j)'1. The same
transformation as in (2:1) gives

/r1 (2i)

produriiig KP| object with J — -j - j and J = jj +)'. This time IIIHIIT (17) these variables
arc irmisforiiK-d into ,l=-j — j+*? and J — j] idrntictil to (22).



We see thai because of (IT) aad (It) them m an ambiguity in the possible form of
•in ni;««il aJ*«« trasafmatioa aad f22) caa aaaaar also ia otker fonua. All of theoi a n

• j W ^ V B " ^ M ^ P ^ P ^ " " ^ ' •^P^p^p'IPJP^ ̂ IP* ^PP* P^P^P^PP*P^P#^^P P^P^P^P^PP^V^PPPW ^PPPPF^P" ftP'^l ^P^PPPP^P1 p̂pp̂ p"p̂ p̂ p̂"p"̂ p» ^pppp^*-^w ^^p^ ^P^^F^PP*^"» w ^ p w pppv^^pn ™ w^»w * > • pp^p^^pjppp»™ v^pv^P)

rnanrrlit the Poiaion brack* •tractate of Fai di Bras» hierarchy with the correspoadiag
Poissoa bracket structure of the auadrslic two bnsoa hierarchy.

AKNS/NLS Hierardty. AKNS or NLS system is a constrained KP system described by:

LAKHS » D + iD~l+ (25)

with the first two bracket structures given by (see for instance (14)):

f

One can easily show that AKNS hierarchy is equivalent to Faá di Uruno two boswi KP.
The proof is based, in the spirit of |2j, on establishing gauge transformation U-twem two '
hierarchies. We show BOW the argtkneai to illustrate Ike power of gauge tran.«formation
argument in the KP setting. Consider LAhNS - G-%LAKNSG = 0~*DG + G~'• IT1 •(?.
Choose C' 1 = # , which leads to

G-'LAKHSG = • D*"1 + • t /)"• = D + • ( • - ' ) ' + • • / r ' (27)

Clearly the gauge transformed LJUCMS ** *" ekwnent of KP( hierarchy and it is therefore |

natural to introduce new variables such that J » - • ( • " ' Y «ud J - • • and the iuverse 1
relation being • = exp(/ J) and 4 = J n p - [fJ). Since we now have establisltiil a gauge j
equivalence between two hierarchies it is clear that the first bracket structure in [Hi) k-ads
to \J(x), J(i)), = -6'(x - y) and therefore a linear W U e D algebra. The ser<Nid bracket
structure in (26) leads to the second structure in (12) and correspondingly nun linear W»,
If we only took the linear structure in PAhNst (i-e. ( • (*), • (y)) » è'[j - y)) we would
have induced (12) in its "un-deforined" form with upper left corner of I'j, in (12) being zero,
corresponding to li*1' or W». -\

'Die AKNS system is ah» gauge equivalent to quadratic KP hierarchy if we make in (27) 4
a substitution 4 s j exp(# + +) and t = exp( - + - +)j or inversely • ' / • = -j - j 4 J'/J |
and • • = ; ; . |

4. Reduction to "One-boson" KdV Systems j

We apply here the Dirac reduction schetiMf to obtain one-boson hierarchies from two-boson J
hierarchies. The general feature will be a transformation of some two-bonon ilainillonian ;
equations of motion expressed by 2-nd bracket structure 6V/6t, * {V, / / r ) } (where P denote •
original degrees of freedom) to one-boson Hatiiiltonian system according to lhe Dirac scheme: I

"•** _ . I V llD\ 1*1QI ;

m?

with X denoting a surviving one-boson degree of freedom. Another point is that it in a I
presence of symmetry in (17) and (18) that enables reduction to be made. ;•



KdV liiuranliy. (WHW-T I be thrac toaslrtiut: B » J » 0 tor system in (»). Pint let w
discus» the resulting Utrac bracket structure. We tmi ior the surviviNg variable J:

= 2J(x)*'(* - f»+ -JVW* " f ) + |«"(» " »)

The reduced Lax operator looks now as:

I j ^ D + JD"1 (30)

Mid lb<- <:orr<-3|MMMliug (nun-zero) luwesl ilaiiiihoBJaw fuHCtiuus H?** £ 'I'tfj/r anr

M,K* = JJ -, Hf-Jj* ; Hf^j^ + Jr) (31)

M»r«-»vi-r urn; «licvk» thai llw lk>w ci|uatiou:

lj] (32)

giv«a IHI lht> luwest k.vet *J/*I, = j * and èj/it3 - Jm + & / / , with the M*«NHI et|iiatioH
i«l>ru<lin-iug I lie wdi-kiiowii KdV ei|uatkm. This equation can abu be ublaiiHnl by insertiug
X-J mud U$*v inlo (28).

iiiKti\' lliernnliY. Now oniMdur the quadratic Wto-boson hierarchy with l*x given in (14),
(Id) or (20). We chutae as a Dirat constraint: l « j + j s O . Thr resulting Dirac bracket
slruiturc is:

ÍJÍ*).JÍ9)\t = " jdzUt'ijM, 0(z))tWzW))?{§{2'), j(y)), . -I*'(x - „) (33)

tin- rtaliHinl Lax <>|jeralMr is:

Ij - U- jl)'lj = í>+ T*(-iy**tjj^'iD't~n (34)

Note iltHi imposing tlie constraint 9 = 0 on the equivalent Lax operators from (I'J) and (20)
respectively, we gel:

(35)

(36)

Obvimuly we i:oultl Live expressed everywhere j by -j hence the one-lwsuu system must
be invariant under transformation )**>-). The flow equations calculated as in (32) are

{ J) V it v



Hence the 1 — —janta» far dj/at» • the w M V agnation. RMtheraurc the mKdV eolation
conld «ho be a l t iwr i fro» Hi i iHn. i l» Hf*« defined m » standard way:

(*)

(and a m far even Mica»). BKMwaf «wtaMsof •ynMtUy AacriUd w (I?) (««d ( I* ) )
we conld eaenolnUy aanea* Ik* c—strs'mli * i » J + j - J*/j s * «r dternaiiwiy •» =
j + j -t-j ' / j * • wit>—I ck*a§«g the Dine bracket strwcliHe mmã the CMntnuat inawHbhl.

| M the Lax operator w (14) wcgrt

Taking however the t a m l o l Lax operator a* give* in (19) wept f, - ^ ^ . . s 0 - j / r ' 7
Hence the »KdV hienrdrjr» si«ea ia tenm of three altenwtive ami eqwivalnit Lax u|irrature
given in (31), (35) and ( » ) . EaptCMHy the mKdV HaintttoaiaH» (indyiliMg Ibuac in (38))
« M inWntfíntafA ^tf^fll^ ^nuattCMnfln^^nAawi • *a^ • *

MiuraMap. LetMMwitapootlheDinccomUaint J» -)-}+J'IJ
Mnra tranafonwatioa (22). As a nmril we get the conventional Miura map:

(40)

It n easy to ind via Dine procedwc that j satisfies the bracket

- -\>V-9) Hi)

whkb b perfectly couitUBt with Ja-j* + / satisfying the bracket (29).
Especially we ate that aH HamÜtoniaiw from (31) go to Hamttronian» m (38) under

*

0i /f«nulUMiao Strwctare 0/ KdV Hmsrchy. The evolutkin conation (28) spnUicd l« the
constrained manifold J » 0 remits in

in which one recognises the second Hamilton ian structure of KdV hierarchy. We now show
bow to recover the first HaimJtoaiaa strocttire of the KdV hierarchy (our disciusion is ben
parallel to that given in (51). R«caBnow(ll)a«dlakerodd»o// r â , - . Ofur J - » 0 . Wefiml
from ( I I ) using PJt that dJfdtr \Jmt» -Dthr+,/iJ \Jmt. On the other baml rabuUling
dJ/dtr+, using both Pj taoáPj3m find the fatlewiag consistency rektion in tin- twu-ljoson



Howevi-r in the limit J -» 0 since Ht+l - » 0 we have 6H,+i/6j —»0. Therefore summarizing
«re lint]

which reproduce* well-known result about bi-liamiltonian structure of KdV (see also (5)).
Equation (44) can also be treated as a recurrence relation which proves that the system
defined by Lax given in (30) b indeed KdV system to all orders of the Haniiltouiau function.

One can now lind the bi-llamiltonian structure for the case of inKdV. First we recall a
formula (15):

(í ") (15)

Next Irom Mi.m, transformation we Gml (15) 6H?kiV/hj = (-1)-'2j)SH^v/6J. We
have

when- we used both (II) and (45). Relation (46) reveals a bi-llamiltonian (but non-local)
structure of niKdV hierarchy and can bp rewritten in a more simple way a» the Lcnard
recursion relation:

KdV Hierarchy. Here few remarks are given about Schwarziau KdV (SKdV)
hierarchy, e.g. [16). We start by discussing invariance of the Miura map J s -j1 + ; ' =
-{$')' j- y where att Iwforc 4/ = 3, Let 6 be some transformation which leaves J invariant,

HKMI 6 ( - ( ^ ' ) ' + <t>") - 0 or h<f = 2<t>'b<t>'. Solution to this takes a simple form

btf = ij = t ' 1 exp(2^) or 64> = - + c"1 exp(20) (48)

where «u and t"*1 are some arbitrary constants. Introduce now the function / connected to
j through the Col.-Hopf type of transformation j = # > f/2f or / ' = exp(20). We find
that (18) corres|>onds to *l2 transformation * / = €• + «"/ + «"'/* and leave» j = S'(/)/2
invariant, where >"(/) is a Schwarzian.

It is known that the Cole llupf transformation relates the mKdV hierarchy to the SKdV
liicianliy with ei|iiation / , / / ' = ${f). Hence we will be interested in one-boson Lax operator
of the for».

There are many ways of promoting this operator té two-boson system. If we consider a very
simple choice ' , ,

&Ç'rtt (50)

ID . :



the second bracket structure ia { j(x)t /(y) } = -2f'(x)D;%6{x-y). Another cnoi<e could be
L m D + (flf )+2«+(( /7/ ' ) + /»)0~l»k?>M«M49) under constraint ( / " / / ' ) + ^ - 0.
Defining p = \f we can now make contact with quadratic KP hierarchy by defining a map:
j = t/ + (/"//') and ; = t/. Of comae ambiguity of (17) albws equally well a map:
J s v* + (/*//') - (t»"/t/) and j « vF. The corresponding bracket equivalent to F}i in (16)
is nonlocal and we find easily eg { u{x), J(y)} = D;lf'ix)D?6(x - y).
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